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ALAA ELDIN ADEL RABIE ELGHARIB 
ABSTRACT 
This Report is focusing on understanding Multi Criteria Decision Making. Most 
decision making reqmres the consideration of several conflicting objects the term 
multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) describes various methods for aiding 
decisions makers in reaching better decisions. The techniques provide solutions to the 
problem involving conflicting and multiple objectives. The aim of MCDM method is to 
help decision makers to organize and synthesize the information they have collected so 
that they feel comfortable and confident in their decisions. This project is to select the 
best and most suitable Energy planning/Power Plants using the Multi-Criteria Decision 
Making (MCDM) methods to come out with the best alternative. For every problem all 
the related factors regarding the discussed issue should be considered during the selection 
process. The aid of specialized software is being used to facilitate the decision making 
and to simulate the MCDM methods. 
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1.1 Backgt·ound of study 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Decision-making problem is the process of finding the best option from all of the 
feasible alternatives. In almost all such problems the multiplicity of criteria for 
judging the alternatives is pervasive. That is, for many such problems, the 
decision maker wants to solve a multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) 
problem. Multiple criteria decision making may be considered as a complex and 
dynamic process in engineering level and any other level as well. The objective is 
to define the goals, and choose the final "optimal" alternative. The multi-criteria 
nature of decisions is emphasized, at which public officials called "decision 
makers" have the power to accept or reject the solution proposed by the 
engineering level. These decision makers, who provide the preference structure, 
are "offline" from the optimization procedure done at the engineering level. [1] 
1.2 Pt·oblem statement 
The Power Demand in Peninsular Malaysia has been increasing dramatically due 
to high economic growth and the increase of foreign companies in Malaysia. The 
very high dependency on oil has raised the issue of how long can the oil fuel can 
supply the power plants in Malaysia. Lately Energy Planning is taking an 
approach to the problem of planning for future energy needs based on structured 
decision making process. The selection of Power Plants kinds or sources will be 
questioned and other solutions for sustainable energy sources will be raised and 
suggested. 
1.3 Objective 
• Understand and get familiar with the Multi Criteria Decision Making 
• Learn the different techniques and methods of the MCDM 
• Apply MCDM on a small case study to prove its accuracy 
• Work on a bigger scale by applying the MCDM methods on the Power 
Plants selection 
• Getting familiar with the specialized software Web-HIPRE 
• Using the MCDM to determine the best power plant alternative 
1.4 Scope of study 
MCDM can be applied in the technical, socio-economic, ecological and ethical 
prospective. So the working project has wide range of the scope. As mentioned 
above the project is to select the best way to find out and determine the best 
alternative in the selection of power plants, where it will be a great relief to the 
user/government distributing enough efficient power. MCDM can be used in any 




2.1 Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) 
Decision analysis looks at the paradigm in which an individual decision maker (or 
decision group) contemplates a choice of action in an uncertain environment. The 
theory of decision analysis is designed to help the individual make a choice 
among a set of pre-specified alternatives. The decision making process relies on 
information about the alternatives. The quality of information in any decision 
situation can run the whole gamut from scientifically-derived hard data to 
subjective interpretations, from certainty about decision outcomes (deterministic 
information) to uncertain outcomes represented by probabilities and fuzzy 
numbers. This diversity in type and quality of information about a decision 
problem calls for methods and techniques that can assist in information 
processing. Ultimately, these methods and techniques may lead to better decisions 
[3]. 
Our values, beliefs and perceptions are the force behind almost any decision-
making activity. They are responsible for the perceived discrepancy between the 
present and a desirable state. Values are articulated in a goal, which is often the 
first step in a formal (supported by decision-making techniques) decision process. 
This goal may be put forth by an individual (decision- maker) or by a group of 
people (for example, a family). The actual decision boils down to selecting "a 
good choice" from a number of available choices. Each choice represents a 
decision alternative. In the multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) context, the 
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selection is facilitated by evaluating each choice on the set of criteria. The criteria 
must be measurable - even if the measurement is performed only at the nominal 
scale (yes/no; present/absent) and their outcomes must be measured for every 
decision alternative. Criterion outcomes provide the basis for comparison of 
choices and consequently facilitate the selection of one, satisfactory choice. 
Criterion outcomes of decision alternatives can be collected in a table (called 
decision matrix or decision table) comprised of a set of columns and rows. The 
table rows represent decision alternatives, with table columns representing 
criteria. A value found at the intersection of row and column in the table 
represents a criterion outcome - a measured or predicted performance of a 
decision alternative on a criterion. The decision matrix is a central structure of the 
MCDM since it contains the data for comparison of decision alternatives [3]. 
2.2 MCDM Methods 
Hundreds of MCDA methods have been proposed and applied over the years. The 
main idea in all of them was to be able to compare alternatives that have different 
performances levels for various criteria and to create a more formalized and better 
informed decision making process. However, non o these methods can be 
considered applicable in all decision making situations. There are too many 
different decision situations and not always the decision makers can be able to 
have the necessary amount of information required to use the perfect method for 
this situation [ 4]. 
In this report a Research on the most recent articles and papers regarding the 
MCDM in the last few years have been done to help the process of learning and 
understanding every method that have been used. This will also help the user to 
get a clearer picture and wider image on what is exactly is the MCDM and how it 
is applied in the real life. 
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From the research and studies done its obvious in most of the researches there is 3 
very common methods are being used. 
2.2.1 AHP method 
AHP method is probably the best-known and most widely used model in decision 
making. AHP is a powerful decision making methodology in order to determine 
the priorities among different criteria. AHP is to decompose the decision problem 
into a hierarchy with a goal at the top, criteria and sub-criteria at levels and sub-
levels of and decision alternatives at the bottom of the hierarchy [5]. 
Criteria 
Figure I: the hierarchical structure of decision making 
2.2.2 TOPSIS Method 
Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) is a collection of methodologies to 
compare, select, or rank multiple alternatives that involve incommensurate 
attributes. Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution 
(TOPSIS) method is a multiple criteria method to identity solution from finite set 
of points. 
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TOPSIS Method is based on choosing the best alternative having the shortest 
distance to the ideal solution and the farthest distance from the negative-ideal 
solution [ l]. 
2.2.3 Fuzzy Logic Method 
Fuzzy decision support system in multi-criteria analysis approach for selecting the 
best plan alternatives or strategies it also determines the preference weightings of 
criteria for decision makers by subjective perception. It's very effective and it 
uses normal and simple words [l]. 
2.3 MCDM Steps 
Steps ofMCDM can be stated as establishing system evaluation criteria that relate 
system capabilities to goals, developing alternative systems for attaining the 
goals, evaluating alternatives in terms of the selected criteria, applying a 
normative multicriteria analysis method and accepting one alternative as 
"optimal" 
There are 8 steps used in MCDM 
1. Establish the decision context 
2. Identify the alternatives or options to be appraised 
3. Identify objectives and criteria 
4. Scoring 
5. Weighting 
6. Calculate overall value 
7. Examine the results 
8. Sensitivity analysis 
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2.4 Energy Planning 
Energy planning has a number of different meanings. However, one common 
meaning of the term is the process of developing long-range policies to help guide 
the future of a loca~ national, regional or even the global energy system in terms 
of generating electricity [ 6]. 
A new trend in energy planning known as Sustainable Energy Planning takes a 
closer approach to the problem of planning for future energy needs in terms of 
determining different alternatives in the kinds of power plants and the sources that 
could be used in term of supplying the needed energy supplies in the future. It is 
based on a structured decision making process, and my project will focus in 
analyzing the different alternatives of the Power Plants using the MCDM methods 
and the Web-hipre software to apply my methods and to facilitate the decision 
making for the user [ 6]. 
2.5 Power Plants 
Power Plant is an industrial facility for the generation of electric energy. At the 
center of nearly all power plants is a generator, a rotating machine that converts 
mechanical energy into electrical energy by creating relative motion between a 
magnetic field and a conductor. The energy source harnessed to turn the generator 
varies widely. It depends chiefly on which fuels are easily available and on the 
types of technology that the power company has access to [7]. 
The power plant operator has several duties in the electricity-generating facility. 
Operators are responsible for the safety of the work crews that frequently do 
repairs on the mechanical and electrical equipment. They maintain the equipment 
with periodic inspections and log temperatures, pressures and other important 
information at regular intervals. Operators are responsible for starting and 
stopping the generators depending on need. They are able to synchronize and 
adjust the voltage output of the added generation with the running electrical 
system without upsetting the system. They must know the electrical and 
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mechanical systems in order to troubleshoot problems in the facility and add to 
the reliability of the facility. Operators must be able to respond to an emergency 
and know the procedures in place to deal with it [7]. 
2.6 Types of Power Plants 
There are many different types of power plants available and It all depends on the 
source of it. Some are using fuels like oil, gas and coal and some power plants are 
depending on the natural resources like the sun (solar), wind and hydro. 
2.6.1 Pulverized Coalfired power plants 
Pulverized coal plants account for the great majority of existing and 
planned coal-fired generating capacity. In this system coal is ground to fine power 
and injected with air into a boiler where it ignites. Combustion heat is absorbed 
by water-carrying tubes embedded in the boiler walls and downstream of the 
boiler. The heat turns the water to steam, which is used to rotate a turbine and 
produce electricity. Since about 2000 most plans for new pulverized coal plants 
have been for "supercritical" designs that gain efficiency by operating at very 
high steam temperatures and pressures [8]. 
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Figure 2: Process Schematic of Pulverized coal unit [8) 
Figure 3: Coal Power Plant [8] 
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2.6.2 Natural Gas comhmed cycle P01rer Plant!; 
Combmed cycle plants are bwlt around one or more combustion turbmes, 
essentially the same technology used m Jet engmes. The combustion turbme IS 
fired by natura l gas to rotate a turbine and produce electriCity The hot exhaust 
gases from the combustion turbme are captured and used to produce steam, whtch 
dnves another generator to produce more electricity By convertmg the waste heat 
from the combustion turbme mto useful electriCity the combmed cycle achteves 
very htgh efficiencies, wtth heat rates below 7,000 btus per kWh (compared to 
around 9,000 btus per kWh for new pulverized coal plants) Thts htgh efftctency 




E) D E) 
~ E) D ST generator 
Figure 4 Natural Gas Schematic [8] 
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Figure 5: Natural gas power plant [9] 
I I 
2.6.3 Nuclear Power Plant 
Nuclear power plants use the heat produced by nuclear fission to produce 
steam. The steam drives a turbine to generate electriCity. Nuclear plants are 
characterized by high investment costs but low vanable operating costs, including 
low fuel expense. Because of the low vartable costs and design factors, nuclear 
plants operate exclusively as base load plants and are typtcally the first plants in a 
power system's dispatch order [8]. 
water 
Water 
Figure 6: Process Schematic of Nuclear Power plant [8] 
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2.6.-1 Wind Power Plant 
Wind power plants (sometimes referred to as wmd farms) use wind-driven 
turbines to generate electricity An individual turbine typically has a capacity in 
the range of 1.5 to 2.5 MW, and a wind plant mstalls dozens or hundreds of these 
turbines As noted above, wind is a variable renewable resource because its 
availability depends on the vagaries of the weather [8]. 
Figure 7: Wind tower Process Schematic [8] 
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Figure 8: Wind Farm [1 0] 
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2.6.5 Photovoltaic Solar Power Plant (Solar PV) 
Solar thermal and PV power are alternat1ve means of harnessing sunlight 










Solar energy falling on a PV 
module can be either direct or 
diiiused. 
Direct current, DC electrical 
energy output l'rom PV modules is 
a itmction of module operating 
d1aracteristics and external 
conditions. 
Alternating current, AC, electrical energy 
l'rom PV system is a nmction oi system 
efficiency. An inverter is required to 
convert DC power to AC. 
Central station installations are AC 
electrical and c.m be fixed, single axis 
tracking or dual a.xis tracking. 
Figure 9: Process Schematic for PV Solar (8) 
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Figure 10: PY Solar power Plant [S] 
2.6.6 Solar thermal Power Plant 
Solar thermal plants, also referred to as concentrated solar power (CSP), 
concentrate sunlight to heat a working liquid to produce steam that drives a power 
generating turbine [8]. 
Heat transfer 
fluid pump 
Preheater F eed-V\eter 
pump 
Figure 11: Thermal Process Schematic [8) 
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Ftgure 12. Thermal solar panels [II] 
2. 7 Port Dickson Power Plant 
Port Dickson Power station ts m Malaysta, located m Port Dtckson, Negen 
Sembilan Construction began in 1975 and was completed in 1978 The main 
station was officia lly opened on 1979 by H R H Tuanku Jaafar of Negeri 
Sembtlan. The Power Plant ts owened by Tenaga Nastonal Berhad (TNB) [ 12]. 
The Plant uses otl fired power plant ""hich ts detenorated and meffictent smce m 
Penmsular Malaysia the power demand has been dramatically mcreasmg and 
since most of the power demand ts concentrated on Kuala Lumpur area and Putra 
Jaya. The Malaysian government dectded that the oil fired Power plants ts no 
longer efficient and they ratsed a huge concerns on the availability of oil m the 
very near future so they have dectded to replace the oil fired wtth highly effictent 
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combmed cycle gas turbme power generat1on with low emission of po1sonous gas 
since Port Dickson IS a c1ty w1th schools, hospttals and even a tounst spot. 
The Government had certain expectatiOns from replacing oil fired mto natural gas 
combmed cycle in terms of efficiency, power supply, C02 emiss1on, power costs, 
mamtenance costs, fuel costs and etc. Th1s ProJect is not gomg to only look at 
how the government can use combmed cycle gas It will also suggest several kmds 
of power generatiofiS to be compared accordmg to the government's spectfication 
havmg m mind several points whtch are the fuel avatlablltty m the future whtch ts 
a huge concern 
















The software Web-HIPRE is used for the completion of this project. This 
software is used for the Multi-criteria Decision Analysis, The Project enables the 
user to try and explore the software to an extent that can make the user able to use 
it to some reasonable extant in applying the MCDM methods and getting the 
results desired for the project. 
3.1.1 Web-IDPRE: 
Web-HIPRE (Hierarchical PREference analysis on the World Wide Web) 
(Hamalainen and Mustajoki, 1998) is a WWW software for multi-criteria decision 
analysis based on the well-known decision support software HIPRE 3+. It 
provides an implementation of multi-attribute value theory (MA VT) and the 
analytic hierarchy process (AHP) to support the different phases of decision 
analysis, i.e. structuring of the problem, prioritization and analyzing the results. 
We can access it from everywhere in the world because it is located on World 
Wide Web (WWW) [14]. 
There are few steps for decision making using Web-HIPRE: 
Web-HIPRE is available on http://www.hipre.hut.fi/ , when we browse it, and 
then click the "Bring Web-HIPRE to Font" button, it will reveal a popup window 
and then further clicking the popup window it will reveal a new window where all 
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Figure 14: Web-HIPRE home page [16] 
Holt' to start a nell' a new model? 
After clicking on the "Bring Web-HIPRE to front" button a new wmdow will 
appear 
,. 
Web-HIPRE - Mozilla Firefox 4.0 Beta 6 (C3 
Feedback· 
In ordtt to work properly, tbis window must be open 
during the use ofWet>-HIPRE. 
Done 
Figure 15 Start Web-IDPRE 
... 
...... 
If you click on "Start Web-lllPRE'' another wmdow wtlt open up, and th1s wmdo\.\ IS 
the one which you will be able to create your model in 
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Model: 
HIPRE - illerarchical PREference analysis software is used for multi-attribute 
(multi-criteria) decision analysis, where the decision problem is structured 
hierarchically from criteria to lower level subcriteria. The resulting model is 
called a value tree or a hierarchy of criteria and objectives depending on the 
tradition referred to. So illPRE handles both multi-attribute value trees and 
Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) models as well as their combinations. 
Elements of the value tree: 
The lowest level (the rightmost) elements of the value tree are automatically 
handled as alternatives and they are colored yellow. The other elements represent 
the overall goal and objectives or criteria and attributes (colored cyan), depending 
on the tradition referred to. Different traditions use different names, but in 
practice there is no difference. When creating, co1111ecting or moving the elements 
of the value tree, all kind of elements are handled in the same way without tal(ing 
any notice on their functionality. 
Ct·eating a new element: 
To create a new element into the value tree, double-click on the corresponding 
place in the decision model area. 
Activating an element: 
To activate an element, click the left mouse button on the element. To activate 
multiple elements hold down the SHIFT key and click on the each element you 
want to activate. Activated elements are of dark blue. 
Changing the name of an element: 
To change the name of an element, activate the element and press ENTER. 
Another way is to choose Edit element name in the Model -menu. 
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Connecting elements: 
The hierarchical structure of the model is created by connecting the elements. To 
connect elements to a desired element, activate the elements you want to connect 
and click the right mouse button on the element to which you want the activated 
elements to be connected. 
Disconnecting elements: 
To disconnect elements from desired element, activate elements you want to 
disconnect and click right mouse button on the element from which you want the 
activated elements to be disconnected. 
Moving elements: 
To move an element, click left mouse button on element to be moved, drag 
element to the desired place while holding down the mouse button and drop 
element by releasing the mouse button. 
Deleting elements: 
To delete elements, activate all elements you want to delete and press DELETE. 
Weighting sub-elements: 
To open the weighting window, double-click on the corresponding element. 
Another way is to choose the weighting method in the Priorities-menu. 
Rating alternatives: 
To open the rating window, double-click on any alternative. Alternatives are 
colored yellow. Another way is to choose Ratings in the Priorities-menu. 
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Changing the name ofheading: 
To change the name of headmg, activate heading and press ENTER. To let Web-
HlPRE to handle the nammg of headings, change the name of headmg to 
automatiC (which is default). 
lkJ WdJ-HIPRE - mod~lljrrd 
l File llodel Pnonbes AltalySIS WWW-l.iaks W•ndow Group Help 
I Goal I Cnter.a 1 I Cntena 2 I Altem<ltM!s 
'" 
••~ Current Element 3G phooes ... WetghtJng Mettlod: ()lrect-
Figure 16 A model Wlth Goal cntena's and alternative 
In F1gure 16 we can see how the Goal 1s colored m blue and the alternatives are 
colored m yellow, they are all connected So m oreder for us to create a model 
ltke th1s one we have to choose New m F1le-menu, \>\hen Web-HIPRE creates a 
new blank dec1s1on model area Open models can be sw1tched m Wmdow-menu. 
Opening a model: 
To open an ex1sting model choose Open in File-menu. In appeanng Open Fde-
dialog, you can open fi le by choosmg corresponding filename from the filename 
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list and pressing Open file -button. If you have registered as a Web-HIPRE user, 
you can open your private directory by defining your user name and password. 
There exists also some <read only> example models in the file list. 
Saving a model: 
To save current model choose Save in File-menu. In appearing Save File - dialog, 
you can save current model by defining file name in conesponding text field and 
pressing Save file -button. To save model into your private directory (only if you 
are a registered Web-HIPRE user), define your user name and password in 
conesponding text fields. To register as a Web-HIPRE user, press Register as a 
new user -button, when registeration web page opens in a new browser window. 
Removing file from disk: 
To remove file from disk, choose Remove from disk. .. in :File-menu. In appearing 
Remove File -dialog, you can remove file from disk by choosing file to remove 
from file list and pressing Remove file -button. To change to your private 
directory, define your user name and password in corresponding text fields. 
Opening Prio1·ities -dialog: 
To open Priorities -dialog, double-click on the corresponding element in value 
tree. Another way is to choose the weighting method directly in Priorities menu. 
Dh·ect weighting: 
In direct weighting, the weights of sub-criteria or alternatives are directly given. 
You can give the weights by writing them into cmTesponding text fields or using 
the slider. To normalize the weights, press Normalize now -button, when the sum 
of weights is set to one. On the altemative level you can choose whether to 
nonnalize weights in analysis (when Normalize weights in analysis -tickbox is 
ticked) or alternatively use weights as values of ali:ematives (tickbox not ticked). 
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You can also bnng m wetghts calculated m the patrwise compansons (Import 
pamvtse) or values from value functton (Import valuefn). 










Figure 17 weighting the cnteria 's 
One thing about the Web-HIPRE ts that it has a huge advantage that it abies you 
to use more than one method at the same ttme. Another untque feature ts that in 
each hierarchy you can use a dtfferent wetthmg method which IS most suitable for 
the user All the data will be stored whtch allows the user easy testing of the 
priotmzatlon methods. 
So in oreder to Analyse the results, open Analysts - dtalog btz, choosmg etther 
Composite Priorities or Sensttvity Analysis-menu When Choosing the Goal the 
compostte p10rities are calculated and taken mto respect. And m Choosing 
segment you choose the level of hterarchy whtch determmes how the compostt 
prionttes bars are devtded into the segments. These segments show the relattve 
conributut10n of these elements to the global wetghts of bars When u Choose 
bars, you choose the level of hterarchy, the elements of which are shown by the 
bars 
To show Values or click on Shou Value tickbox Graphtcal form is obtamed and 
tfu want the results in text form u click Results a\· Text 
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Sensitivity Analysis: shows the sensitivity in the changes of the total weights in 
respect to the local weight of some criterion (or value of some alternative) 
varying. First you are asked to choose the criteria under which the weight of 
subcriteria is varying and the subcriteria (or alternative) whose weight is varying. 
The graph then shows how the total weights of alternatives change in subject to 
the local weight of the chosen subcriteria varying. The current total weights of 
alternatives can be read on the black vertical line which is in the position of the 
current local weight of the varying criteria. By clicking mouse button on graph 
you can add another vertical line showing which the total weights of alternatives 
would be if the local weight of chosen subcriteria is at this point. 
AHP Pairwise Comparison scale: in the AHP Pairwise comparison criteria's are 
to be compared in the level or the intensity of importance of one criteria compared 
to the other. A scale from I to 9 is used where 1 is Equal Importance and 9 is 
Extreme Importance and after comparing all the criteria's with each other the 
weighting will be done according to the level of importance of each criteria. 
3.2 Selection Criteria: 
Comparing the selection criteria's of the power plants with the Port Dickson 
characteristics and features my MCDM methods will take place and my 
alternatives will be compared and weighted. 
3.2.1 Operation Cost (set up) 
For every power plant it has different operation cost in order to get the 
plant running and being able to supply the power needed, the comparison will be 
based on much money will it cost one power plant to produce I Mega Watt (MW) 
of Power. 
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3.2.2 Maintenance Costs 
Maintenance is a very important criteria and for each power plant the 
Maintenance costs will be compared on how much will it cost each Power Plant to 
maintain 1 Mega Watt per Hour (MW-h) 
3.2.3 Fuel Cost 
Lately the price of the oil fuel has been increasing dramatically due to its 
high demand so in this criteria we will compare the power plants in how much 
does it cost its fuel consumption in Mega Watt per Hour (MW-h) 
3.2.4 Fuel Availability 
One huge advantage in the natural power sources like solar and wind is that it 
doesn't need fuel to run their power plants, it totally depends on natural resources. 
On the other hand other power plants needs expensive fuel to fire up their plants 
and the question raised is how long can that fuel support the power plant and 
when is it going to finish. 
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3.2.5 Efficiency 
The higher the efficiency of the Power Plant the better and on that 
prospective the alternatives will be compared. 
3.2.6 C02 
The C02 gas is produced as an exhaust of the power plants and the lower 
the amount of C02 the power plant produces the better, the alternatives will be 
compared on how much Kilo Grams C02 gas is produces per Kilo Watt Hour (kg 
Co2/KWh) 
3.2.7 Area 
Port Dickson area is 0.27 km2 and on this number the alternatives will be 
compared in terms ofthe needed area for each power plant and weather its 
suitable to take a place in the Port Dickson Plant or not. 
3.2.8 Electricity Cost 
The higher the electricity cost the better and the alternatives will be 




RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Results 
The Web-lllPRE software is used to compare the different kinds of Power Plants 
Alternatives a firstly a model was created. In the Figure below shows the main 
model or the main screen of the Web-HIPRE software model. The first column is 
to be the objective which is the power plant selection, the second column is the 
frrst criteria and the second column will include the subcritena's. The last column 
will be my 6 alternatives which are coal, solar PV, Nuclear, Gas, Wind and Solar 
thermal. 
" Wt:L·-tG"'f.E. - ----.AI 
F '" Modttl P1 oulll'tr.i Aa11fr-;ls WW\V-Lni<s YV nJow Gruu" Hoau 
1 r.rl'fll.•"' , 
Figure 18: Web-HIPRE main model layout 
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The performance matrix was to be constructed where in this table all the actual 
data is written down and listed for consideration, all the information we can get it 
from the performance matrix, it gives information about the goal, criteria's and 
the alternatives to be considered. The alternatives are Coal, Solar PV, Nuclear, 
Wind, Solar Thermal & Gas. The values are shown below in Table I. 
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Power Costs Fud Entciency C02 Area cost costs costs 
Plants Uscl!MW- A vail ability (%) Kg/hv~h Km2 Uscl!KW-
Uscl!MW Usd/MW-h 
h h 
coal 1 mill 5 1113 - 43 0.82 0.4 5.4 
+--- ·-·--
Solar 3.5 
1 0 -/ 15 0.1 0.08 17 
Thermal mill 
2.3 
Nuclear 6 5.29 - 33 0.025 001 4 
mill 
11 













Now weights are given to the criteria's Firstly for the first cnteria which is the 
expenses, fuel and environmental, direct we1ghtmg has been used to compare the 
3 of them as shown in Figure 18 below where it prioritized each one of them 
---- ~ - - - - - -
Priorities - Power Planu 
- -







Import Pa!Twlse I 
-~--J Cancel 
Normalize Now 
Figure 19: Weighting the first critena 
Now weights are given to the criteria using AHP pair-wise comparison method, this is 
to compare which criteria is more Important than the other. So as shown in the 3 
figures below Figure 19, Figure 20 and Figure 21 where a scale from 1 to 9 IS given 
where 1 means equally preferred to the other critena and 9 means extremely preferred 
than the other criteria. As shown in the figures below the subcriteria 's have been 
compared using the AHP method. The subcriteria's for expenses, fuel and 
environmental are all compared. In the expenses in Figure 19 we can see that the most 
important criteria was the operation costs followed by the maintenance costs then the 
electricity costs. 
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---- ·------- - - -
Prionbes • Expenses - --
-- - - -
01rect I SMART I SWINO I S~TER AHP I I Group I 
9 
r 4.0 9 
Electr1clty cost ... • 
Next Compar1S011 4 
A B C 
A Eledricity c 1.0 0.2 f-;~ 
B Uailllenanc 5.0 1.0 0.33 





Electricity cos D.096 1------...J 
Maintenance O.J08 -===:J 
Construction 0.59ti -=:J 
Figure 20: AHP comparison for the Expenses 
And in the Fuel AHP comparison m Figure 20 we can see that the Fuel costs •s more 
important than that fuel availability. 
Priorities - Fuel •' -
-- - ----- - -----------
Dlrectj SMART I S'WINO I SIAARTER AHP I I Group I 
How -v limes,_.. inlportMt? 
9 
Fuel AVIIIabllity • ' 
Next Comparison 4 
fA B 
A Fuel Av.Wabi 1.0 ~.25J 
B Fuel cost 4.0 1.0 
r ·• 4 .0 
OK 
9 
• Fuel cost 
Clear AU 
1 -lsale CII:O.OOO 
Fuel Availabiit 0200 ··-------' 
Fuelcost 0.800 -=:J 
F1gure 21 : AHP companson for the Fuel 
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And m the Environmental AHP companson shown in Figure 21 we can see that the 
efficiency 1s more important than the C02 emtssion The companson and which 
criterion IS more important than the other IS shown in the 3 figures below Then we 
get the overall we1ght for all cnteria by addmg each column w1th each row and then 
divide each element in the row by column's sum, this will g1ve us overall we1ght of 
that particular critena. 
---- ----- --- ------- -------- -----
Dtrett J SMART I SWINO I SMARTER NF I I Orouo I 
How.._, ... _......., 
9 
t' 4.0 .• 
9 
C02 .. ' 
Next Compaoson 4 Claar AI 
A 8 1-lsull cu:o.ooo 
A C02 1.o E) C02 
8 efficaency 4.0 1.0 effiCiency 0.800 
__ OK _ _ j cancel 
Figure 22. AHP companson for Env1romental 
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After assigning the weights to all criteria, now using the perfonnance matrix table for 
the different power plants, the values has been assigned to all the alternatives we have 
for the each criterion using the direct method in Web-HIPRE. 
In this step it is shown that what is for example the construction costs of all power 
plants to do this the value is given from 0 to 1 according to the actual value of the 
cost of that particular power plant, 1 is gtven to the power plants which are has the 
lowest operation costs. All the values must be in the range from 0 to 1. Similarly the 
figure below shows the values ofthe operation, maintenance, electricity costs and the 
fuel costs, fuel availability and the efficiency and the C02 emission. All are shown in 
the figures below. 
In the Figure 22 the direct weighting is shown for the 3 alternatives: construction, 
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Figure 23: the expenses direct weightmg for each alternative 
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In Figure 23 tt shows the direct wetghtmg of both the fuel coss and fuel avatlability 
which are the 2 subcriteria 's of the Fuel cntena . 
.... ___ _ r--·-un 









-- -- -- -- -- --
Ftgure 24. Dtrect Weighting for the Fuel for each alternative 
ln Figure 24 the Direct weighting of both effictency and the C02 emtssion ts shown 
as the 6 power plants alternattves are being wetghted 
- = 
.... I 
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Figure 25 Dtrect Weightmg for the Environmental cntena's for each alternative 
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Now after assigning the scores of the subcntenas or each critena we can run the 
model and get the graphs to show the best Power Plant to show the results in the 
Web-HIPRE software click on Analys1.s hullon and then cltck on composite 
analysis . Then the graphs will come out ltke shown m Figures 26 which shows 
the composite priorities of the my 3 critena 's and m Figure 27 it shows the 
composite priorities of my 7 subcritena 's. a Text form of results IS also shown in 
Figure 28 
Colnpolle Pr11r11n I senstlrtt1 AnalySis I 










llesultus Telll.. I 
Figure 26· Composite Analys1s for the first critena 
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Figure 27 Comps1te Analysis for the second cnteria 
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F1gure 28: Results m the form of text 
From the above graph and results it is obv1ous that the Wmd Power Plant is the best 
alternative compared to the others as 1t got no fuel costs, vel) low C02 emiSSion, and 
a low operation costs. The overall value shows that 1t' s the best alternative. 
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After getting the graph's we did the sensitivity analysis but still our results didn't 
change much as the Wind Power plants is still the best alternative in all the Expenses 
criteria, fuel criteria and the environmental criteria as shown tn Figures 28, 29 and 30. 
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Figure 31 : Senstivity Graph for the Enviromental Cnterea 
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4.2 Discussion 
Most of decisions makings are based on individual judgments. As we try to make our 
decision as rational as possible we need to quantify these subjective opinions into 
subjective values. Higher value indicates higher level of the factor or preferable 
values. Now you see that not only the criteria and alternatives are subjective, even the 
values are also subjective. They are depending on you as decision maker. 
From the results obtained we can see how I used the Web-HJPRE software to apply 
my methods of MCDM to help the process of selection of a power plant and dividing 
the main Topic into criteria's and subcriteria's then sizing and weighting the criteria's 
and using the MCDM methods to finally get the final result showed that the Wind 
Power Plant is the most suitable power plant for the Port Dickson Power Plant. As the wind 
power plants needs very low maintenance costs and its operation costs is not as expensive as 
the other power plants, also its efficiency and electricity costs are VCIY reasonable. The 
selection of a Power Plant depends on several criteria's like the operation costs, 
maintenance costs, electricity costs, fuel costs, fuel availability, efficiency and C02 
emission. Mter applying the MCDM methods we got some results which is easy to 
understand and easy to interpret and help us reach a fast conclusion. 
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CHAPTERS 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
5.1 Conclusion 
In conclusion, the project sets a target of understanding and studying the functions 
and different types and classifications of the Multi Criteria Decision Making 
(MCDM) and learns how to apply it on the date given to help choosing the best 
power plant by comparing them using the MCDM methods, applying MCDM 
methods was used to get the expected results from the user. The software used 
was the Web-HIPRE software, the detailed study of it is done and MCDM is 
applied for the selection of power plants, This software simplify a complex 
situations in order to choose and make up your mind about a certain criteria, the 
software facilitates this process for you 
From the Results obtained I have concluded that the best 2 methods to compare 
my alternatives are the AHP method and the Sensitivity Analysis and use them to 
compare my alternatives which my results shown that the most suitable power 
plant for the Port Dickson Power Plant can be the Wind Power Plants, 
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5.2 Recommendation 
The criteria's selected are not finalized and more criteria's can be added to the 
software. Also the weighting methods depend from one user to another user 
according to the environment and the needs of the user. So the software methods 
have been though in this report, you can use the same methods to compare 
different power plants in a different venue and also being able to add more/less 
criteria's as the user likes. 
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